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Abstract
Negation has traditionally been a diﬃcult issue in Logic Programming. Most of Prolog programmers have
been restricted to use just a weak negation technique, like negation as failure.
Many alternative semantics were proposed for achieving constructive negation in the last 20 years, but no
implementation was provided so far because of its exponential complexity and the diﬃculty for developing
it. First eﬀective implementations of constructive negation into standard Prolog compilers are available just
recently, around 2003, provided by our previous works.
In this paper we present an extension of our implementations by introducing types in programs, thus
improving usability as well as eﬃciency in some cases of our implementations of constructive negation.
This can make constructive negation an interesting approach for its use in data bases querying, web search,
ﬁltered search, ontologies querying, coding rules, business rules, etc.
Thanks to the use of types, our constructive negation can provide concrete values as results, instead of
constraints (as in our previous works). We provide details about the semantics and the implementation
in our approaches of classical, ﬁnite constructive, and intensional negation. The paper also includes some
practical examples additionally allowing for providing measurements of computational behavior.
Keywords: Logic Programming Implementation, Negation, Types, Constraint Logic Programming,
Constructive Negation, Non-monotonic Reasoning.
1 Introduction
The beginning of logic is tied with that of scientiﬁc thinking. Its application for
modeling human reasoning is clear as a programming language. But one of the main
elements of logic, that is negation, is hardly represented in Logic Programming.
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1.1 Logic Programming and Negation
Negation is probably the most signiﬁcant aspect of logic that was not included
from the outset. Dealing with negation involves signiﬁcant additional complexity.
Nevertheless, the use of negation is very natural and plays an important role in
many knowledge representation and reasoning systems, like web semantics, natural
language processing, constraints management in databases, program composition,
manipulation and transformation, coding rule checking, business rules, default rea-
soning, negative queries (search of false information), etc.
There are many ways of understanding and incorporating negation into Logic
Programming, the problems really start at the semantic level, where the diﬀerent
proposals diﬀer not only in the semantics but also as to expressiveness. Unfor-
tunately, current Prolog 4 compilers support a very limited number of negation
techniques: negation as failure under Fitting/Kunen semantics [9] (sound only un-
der some circumstances usually not checked by compilers) which is a built-in in
most Prolog compilers (Quintus, SICStus, Ciao, BinProlog, etc.), and the “delay
technique” (applying negation as failure only when the variables of the negated goal
become ground, which is sound but incomplete due to the possibility of ﬂoundering)
which is present in Nu-Prolog, Go¨del, and Prolog systems that implement delays
(most of the above).
Among all proposals, constructive negation [5,21] (that we will call classical
constructive negation) is probably one of the most promising because it has been
proved to be sound and complete, and its semantics is fully compatible with the
Prolog one. A previous paper [4] provided a simpler variant for negating goals that
have a ﬁnite number of solutions (that we will call ﬁnite constructive negation).
Another interesting approach, diﬀerent to these ones, is the transformation proposed
by Barbuti et all [2] that we will call intensional constructive negation. In the paper
we will use these three approaches.
Attending to what we have expounded in this section, it is clear the interest for
achieving a sound and complete implementation for these techniques. Constructive
negation was, in fact, announced in early versions of the Eclipse Prolog compiler,
but was removed from the latest releases. The reasons seem to be related to some
technical problems with the use of coroutining (risk of ﬂoundering) and the man-
agement of constrained solutions. We are trying to ﬁll a long time open gap in
this area (remember that the original papers are from late 80s) facing the prob-
lem of providing a correct, eﬀective and complete implementation, integrated into
a standard Prolog compiler.
It was just during the last years [15,14] when we have provided eﬀective im-
plementations of some constructive negation techniques 5 . Here in this paper we
improve the expressiveness and usability of our implementations of classical, ﬁnite
and intensional constructive negation by including types.
4 We understand Prolog as depth-ﬁrst, left to right implementation of SLD resolution for Horn clause
programs, ignoring, in principle, side eﬀects, cuts, etc.
5 More details about diﬀerences in between the constructive negation techniques can be found at [15,14]
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1.2 Type Systems for Logic Programming
Introducing type systems for the checking of types in logic programming dates back
to the initial papers of Mishra [13] and Mycroft-O’Keefe ([17]). Since then, there
has been a number of proposals providing notions of types and typing in Logic
Programming (see [18] and [11] for general surveys).
There is a distinction between the eﬀects of typing in other programming lan-
guages (e.g. functional programming) and logic programming. In strongly-typed
languages, well-typed programs cannot go wrong (in the sense of well-deﬁniteness of
expression [12]), while in logic programming ill-typed programs will fail.
Meyer [11] classiﬁes the proposals in three classes:
• Types for proving partial correctness, i.e. basically providing static type checking.
• Types as constraints, type constraint enhance the expressiveness of the language
and sometimes can be exploited in the implementation.
• Types as approximations. Type declarations can be seen as approximations for
the set of atoms with are intended to be true. Declaration can express a necessary
condition or even a suﬃcient condition.
The type language in a type system decides which sets of terms are types. To
be useful, the set of types should be closed under set intersection, set union and
set complement operations. The decision problems such as the emptiness of a type,
inclusion of a type in another, and equivalence of two types should be decidable.
Regular types, i.e. those described by regular term grammars, satisfy these condi-
tions and have been widely used as types in Logic Programming.
It is also possible to distinguish the typing proposals from the semantics point
of view: I) Prescriptive typing, where the semantics depend on clauses and type
declarations, e.g. [1], II) Descriptive typing. Semantics are independent on type
declarations. Deriving descriptive types from a program (this process is also called
“type inference” or “type analysis”), essentially means ﬁnding, at compile-time, an
approximate description of the values that program variables can take at run-time.
Descriptive types can be inferred that approximate various semantics of a logic
program: declarative semantics e.g. [6,22], or operational semantics e.g. [7,19].
Of course, it is worth mentioning also strongly-typed logic languages such as
Go¨del or Mercury. In both cases the programmer is required to declare the types for
functions and predicates. Moreover, sub-typing is often not permitted. In contrast,
in most of the proposals above based on regular types, writing type deﬁnitions is
optional and sub-typing is allowed.
We have started this paper with an introduction to negation (and constructive
negation) in Logic Programming. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 describes additional semantics foundations of our proposal. Section 3
discusses some implementation issues related to implement types in a Prolog system.
Section 4 presents the structure of the prototypes implemented for classical, ﬁnite
and intensional constructive negation with types. A set of illustrative examples are
provided Section 5 comparing the original techniques with the modiﬁed techniques
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using types. And ﬁnally in section 6 we will provide some experimental results,
conclusions and we will discuss brieﬂy some future work.
2 Semantics Foundations
2.1 Regular Types and Type Declarations
Regular types can be deﬁned by regular grammars. Terminal symbols are basic
types: we introduce base types and corresponding base type symbols, like int,
num, char etc., denoting respectively sets of integers, all numbers, characters, etc.
Grammar rules generate combined types probably including constructors (maybe
0-ary, i.e. constants). Types can be deﬁned in several syntactic manners. For our
purpose we will restrict themselves to use Horn clauses, although they can be also
automatically generated from other syntax. E.g. the type for list of int can be
deﬁned by
typeList ([]).
typeList ([X|L]) :- int (X), typeList (L).
that comes from the rule
typeList −→ [ ] + + [int|typeList]
where we use the symbol ++ in between alternative constructors in a type declara-
tion. For simplicity we do not deal with polymorphism, but it can be easily included
by using additional parameters in the predicates deﬁning types.
Type declarations for Prolog predicates can be made through “assertions”. As-
sertions [20] can be used for including information on Prolog programs about in-
tended or inferred calls and success patterns. There are several possible forms of
assertions (entry, call states, correctness properties, ...) but for typing informa-
tion “success” assertions are enough. Assertions (speciﬁcally what we call success
assertions) are of the form:
success P (X) : Pre =⇒ Post
P (X) is a predicate descriptor, i.e., it has a predicate symbol as main functor
and all arguments are distinct free variables, and Pre and Post are pre- and post-
conditions respectively. For our purposes it is suﬃcient to consider that Pre and
Post correspond to formulas relating variables of X. The meaning of assertions is
twofold. First, the precondition Pre expresses properties which should hold in calls
to P 6 . Second, the postcondition Post expresses properties which should hold on
termination of a successful computation of P , provided that Pre holds on call.
Type declarations can be included as success assertions. For example:
:- success length(L,N) : => int (N), typeList(L).
6 Usually preconditions are not used for typing, except when polymorphism is included.
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2.2 Negating Predicates with Type Assertions
The distinction made above about prescriptive vs. descriptive typing could be
overcome when a setting of type declarations by assertions is used. Assertions can
be either included by the user (prescriptive typing) or detected by the compiler (by
using static analysis and abstract interpretation techniques, like those reported in
[6,22,7,19]).
Therefore, we assume that type assertions are part of the program. With respect
to the semantics of a Prolog predicate P with a type assertion:
:- success P (X) : => typedec(X).
P (t1) :- B1.
...
P (tn) :- Bn.
it is equivalent to include the type constraints in the body of clauses:
P (t1) :- X = t1, typedec(X), B1.
...
P (tn) :- X = tn, typedec(X), Bn.
Notice that we are talking about equivalence in the declarative semantics, al-
though the operational behavior of both programs can diﬀer.
Remember that our ﬁnal goal is to handle negation in logic programming. For
this goal this semantic interpretation is quite adequate. The logical semantics of
predicate P is: P (X)←→ typedec(X) ∧
∨n
1 (X = ti ∧Bi)
so, when we negate it we get:
¬P (X)←→ ¬typedec(X) ∨ (typedec(X) ∧ ¬
∨n
1 (X = ti ∧Bi))
Therefore when we evaluate ¬P we should obtain two kind of answers: i) type
declaration are wrong, or ii) we can assume type declarations for negating clauses
of P .
The ﬁrst answer is irrelevant (can be skipped when typing is prescriptive) and
the second one allows for implementing our constructive methods, using typing
information for generating values for negating predicates. In this sense, we are
using types as constraints.
3 Implementation Foundation
The Ciao system [8] is a programming environment for developing Prolog programs.
It is important to note that, in Ciao libraries there is a distinction between
modules and packages. Modules are regular libraries that one can import from any
Prolog program, their code (or the code of some of their predicates) is added to
the code of the program that imports them. Packages are libraries that deﬁne
a transformation function for the code of the program that imports them. This
transformation function generates an output code that is a expanded program that
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Fig. 1. Notation of packages and modules for ﬁgures.
can add clauses, remove clauses or modify the clauses of the original program. Our
approach is a combination of built-in and own modules and packages. In Figure 1
we can see the notation that we use in the following sections (to represent packages,
standard libraries, modules, and the relation that tells which packages/modules use
to which other packages/modules).
For the interested reader, a complete implementation is provided at:
http://babel.ls.fi.upm.es/~susana/code/negation/types/
It includes a complete CIAODE framework (in a ﬁle “CiaoDE-1.13.0-7228.tar”)
that contains the release 1.13 of Ciao Prolog, the release 1.2 of CiaoPP and the
release 2.0.38 of LPDoc. The 21.4 release of Emacs for Linux (“emacs-21.4a.tar”)
is also available in the same address.
The types supported by Ciao are regular types. Nevertheless, we have had to
develop some additional modules to provide constructivity to the type system. For
this purpose we have used the assertion system.
Ciao type checking is implemented by the package assertions (see [20] and
chapter 53 of the Ciao reference manual [3]). The compiler returns an error if the
type of the value that is assigned to a variable does not correspond to the type
declared for it. But there is no generation of valid values in case of looking for
values for the variable. This is what we have to add to the implementation of
assertions of Ciao Prolog.
Indeed, the Ciao compiler ignores the assertions. If we want to analyze types or
detect errors we have to use the Ciao pre-processor (ciaopp). With our additional
module for types we will use it directly with the compiler.
success assertions take this form in Ciao:
:-success Goal=>PostCond
saying that if a goal Goal is successful, then their arguments should be of the type
declared in PostCond.
This type information can be used by the pre-compiler for analysis, but we are
interested in using this information at run-time (execution time) by the compiler.
That is why we need to incorporate it into the program. We achieve this with
some new packages, gen types and intneg types, that we have implemented, which
expand the original code adding for each type declaration a clause that contains the
useful information. Particularly, the function add types/3 generates a new predicate
pred check types/n for each predicate pred/n. We use these new predicates to check
all types of the arguments of pred/n according to the information that was provided
in the original program using the success assertion.
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Fig. 2. Packages and modules that are used to implement classical constructive negation with types.
4 Constructive Negation Implementation with Types
4.1 Classical Constructive Negation
As we already said, one of the most interesting techniques for implementing con-
structive negation was proposed by Chan [5] and reﬁned later [15]. We have taken
the implementation provided by [15] (particularly the predicate cneg/1) as basis
to develop a new predicate cnegt/1 that implements classical constructive negation
with types. This predicate is implemented in the package cnegt.pl that also uses
the package gen types.
If a Prolog program, e.g. prog.pl, requires to use classical constructive negation
with types, it just has to use the package cnegt.pl as well as the standard package
assertions.pl by adding this line 7 :
:- module(prog,_,[assertions,.(cnegt)]).
In Figure 2 we can see the tree showing the dependencies of the packages and
modules that are needed. We distinguish between new developed libraries, auxil-
iary libraries (already developed when implementing constructive negation) and the
standard ones.
4.2 Finite Constructive Negation
Finite constructive negation [4] is a negation technique similar to the classical con-
structive negation but the frontier that is negated is the last one. It was the ﬁrst
7 It is Ciao modules syntax : −module(module name, exported preds, imported packages). The “ ” means
that all predicates deﬁned into the module prog.pl are exported and the notation .() means that the package
cnegt.pl is in the same directory (path) that prog.pl.
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Fig. 3. Packages and modules which are used to implement the ﬁnite constructive negation with types.
proposal by Chan. That is, ﬁrst all solutions are obtained and then the disjunction
of all of them is negated. Obviously, this technique can only be used if the goal
that is negated has a ﬁnite number of solutions. In our implementation we are sure
about this fact by using ﬁniteness analysis [16].
We have provided an implementation for this technique in [15] with the predicate
cnegf/1. On top of this predicate we have deﬁned a new predicate cnegft/1 that
implements ﬁnite constructive negation with types. This predicate is implemented
in the module cnegft.pl. Prolog program that use this kind of negation, should also
use the package gen types that we have also developed.
In order to be used by a Prolog program it has to import the predicate cnegft/1
from module cnegft.pl and the standard package assertions.pl and the package
gen types.pl that we have developed:
:- use_module(cnegft,[cnegft/1]).
:- use_package([assertions]).
:- use_package(.(gen_types)).
In Figure 3 we can see the tree of dependencies of the packages and modules
that are needed. We diﬀerentiate again the source of libraries.
4.3 Intensional Constructive Negation
Intensional constructive negation [2]is a negation technique stemming from a dif-
ferent approach than the previous ones. It is based on a transformational approach
of the source program to obtain a program that also includes the negative counter-
part of each predicate. This transformation is performed at compilation time and
execution is, in general (and in particular for complex goals), much more eﬃcient
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Fig. 4. Packages and modules that are use to implement the intensional constructive negation with types.
than classical and ﬁnite constructive negation.
Previous work [14] already presented the implementation of this technique with
the predicate intneg/1. This predicate uses two important auxiliary predicates
dist/2 or =/ =/2 that implement the disequality constraints between terms, and
predicate forall/2 that implements universal quantiﬁcation. The universal quan-
tiﬁcation is necessary when the predicate we are negating has free variables in its
deﬁnition.
We have implemented the predicate intnegt/1 in the package intnegt which uses
another auxiliary package that we have also developed (alike to gen types) called
intneg types (this package takes the predicate intneg/1 as basis)
The predicate intnegt/1 negates goals but only goals of predicates whose code
has no free variables. The reason is that we have not adapted yet the implementation
of the universal quantiﬁcation for working with types. It will be the following step
to improve the implementation and we will include it in future works (section 6).
The package intneg types expands the source code generating for each
predicate pred/n (of the source program) the complementary predicate called
pred check types/n where the types of the arguments of pred/n (that have been
declared with the “success” assertions) are checked.
If a Prolog program, e.g.prog.pl, wants to use intensional constructive negation
with types, then it should load the package intnegt.pl and the standard package
assertions.pl. The ﬁrst one is needed to obtain the complementary (negated) pred-
icates and second one to be able to declare the types of the arguments of the
predicates (using “success”).
:- module(prog,_,[assertions,.(intnegt)]).
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In Figure 4 we can see the tree of dependencies of the packages and modules
that are needed. Again we diﬀerentiate the source of libraries.
5 Examples
Even. We deﬁne a predicate type nat/1 for representing the inﬁnite (it is a recursive
type) Peano’s natural numbers and the predicate even/1 to represent the even
natural numbers. We declare that the type of the argument of even is of type
type nat:
% type_nat -> 0 ++ s (type_nat)
type_nat(0).
type_nat(s(X)):- type_nat(X).
% even: type_nat
even(0).
even(s(s(X))):- even(X).
:- success even(X) => (type_nat(X)).
Let us see a call to a positive goal:
?- even(X).
X = 0 ? ;
X = s(s(0)) ? ;
X = s(s(s(s(0)))) ? ;
X = s(s(s(s(s(s(0)))))) ? ;
X = s(s(s(s(s(s(s(s(0)))))))) ?
yes
Now, we can see a call to a negative goal, executed by our previous version of
classical constructive negation. Constraints are returned:
?- cneg(even(X)).
X/s(s(fA(_A))), X/0 ? ;
X = s(s(_A)), _A/s(s(fA(_B))), _A/0 ? ;
X = s(s(s(s(_A)))), _A/s(s(fA(_B))), _A/0 ? ;
X = s(s(s(s(s(s(_A)))))), _A/s(s(fA(_B))), _A/0 ?
yes
The notation fA(X) means for all X, i.e. ∀X. So, the answers are equivalent to the
formula ((∀A.X = s(s(A))) ∧ X = 0) ∨ (X = s(s(A)) ∧ (∀B.A = s(s(B))) ∧ A =
0) ∨ (X = s(s(s(s(A)))) ∧ (∀B.A = s(s(B))) ∧ A = 0) ∨ .... An equivalent result is
obtained by using our new proposal of classical constructive negation with types over
even(X) but obtaining so many values (instead of constraints) as wanted because
there are inﬁnitely many:
?- cnegt(even(X)).
X = s(0) ? ;
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X = s(s(s(0))) ? ;
X = s(s(s(s(s(0))))) ? ;
X = s(s(s(s(s(s(s(0))))))) ?
yes
Intersection. We deﬁne a predicate list digit/1 to deﬁne the type of list of digits,
and the predicate intersection/3 that returns in the third argument the intersection
of the two ﬁrst arguments. We declare that the type of the three arguments is
list digit but also other constraints can be declared, for example that the length of
the result should be a list of only two elements:
% digit -> 0 ++ 1 ++ 2 ++ 3 ++ 4 ++ 5 ++ 6 ++ 7 ++ 8 ++ 9
digit(0). digit(1). digit(2). digit(3). digit(4).
digit(5). digit(6). digit(7). digit(8). digit(9).
% list_digit -> [] ++ [digit|list_digit]
list_digit([]).
list_digit([H|T]):-
digit(H),
list_digit(T).
% intersection: list_digit * list_digit * list_digit
intersection([],_,[]):- !.
intersection([H|T],L,[H|R]):-
member(H,L),
intersection(T,L,R), !.
intersection([_|T],L,R):-
intersection(T,L,R).
:- success intersection(L1,L2,Res) =>
(list_digit(L1),list_digit(L2),length(Res,2),list_digit(Res)).
Let us see a couple of calls to positive goals:
?- intersection([1,3,4,5],[4,5,6],Res).
Res = [4,5] ? ;
no
?- intersection([j,3,h,5],[6,h,h],Res).
Res = [h] ? ;
no
Executing this program in Ciao Prolog, we notice that the type constraint is not
taken into account, returning a solution (in this case [h]) that is not of type list digit.
However, in our typed framework the call to the ﬁnite constructive negation of that
goal returns:
?- cnegf(intersection([j,3,h,5],[6,h,h],Res)).
Res/[h] ? ;
no
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The answer is equivalent to the formula Res = [h]. Nevertheless, the result using
ﬁnite constructive negation with types is completely diﬀerent because cnegft/1
takes into account type information. So, it fails:
?- cnegft(intersection([j,3,h,5],[6,h,h],Res)).
no
Days. We deﬁne a predicate monthDays/2 where the ﬁrst argument is of type
month/1 and the second is a natural number (28, 29, 30 or 31) and also a simple
predicate irregularMonth/1 to identify February:
month(january). ... month(december).
irregular_month(february).
month_days(january,31). month_days(february,28).
month_days(february,29). month_days(march,31).
...
month_days(november,30). month_days(december,31).
:- success irregular_month(X) => (month(X)).
:- success month_days(X,_Y) => (month(X)).
An example can be querying for the months that have not 31 days and that are
not irregular months. If we use intensional constructive negation we will obtain a
constraint:
?- intneg(month_days(X,31)), intneg(irregular_month(X)).
X/january, X/february, X/march, X/may, X/july, X/august,
X/october, X/december ? ;
no
If we use intensional constructive negation with types, then we obtain the particular
values, i.e. the four real answers:
?- intnegt(month_days(X,31)), intnegt(irregular_month(X)).
X = april ? ;
X = june ? ;
X = september ? ;
X = november ? ;
no
Length. We deﬁne the predicate length/2 where the ﬁrst argument is a list of
even numbers (type even list/2) and the second argument is the number of elements
of the list. We also use the predicate even/1 deﬁned in the ﬁrst example of this
section.
length([],0).
length([X|Rest],s(N)):-
length(Rest,N).
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goals Goal cneg(Goal) cnegt(Goal)
goes throught(X,[a,b,d,e]) 999.173 1036.509 1029.397
goes throught(X,[a,b,d,e]) x 1000 rep. 1044.065 4116.26 1108.069
ancestor(X,maria) 1036.953 1014.730 1038.287
ancestor(X,maria) x 1000 rep. 988.062 10728.67 4100.259
even(X) 1044.065 992.062 1000.062
Table 1
Runtime comparison (in miliseconds) for classical constructive negation.
even_list([]).
even_list([Elem|Rest]):-
even(Elem),even_list(Rest).
:- success length(List,_Len) => (even_list(List)).
If we ask for the intensional constructive negation of the goal length(X, s(0)) (i.e.
the lists that have not one element), then we obtain two answers (not exclusive)
using constraints:
?- intneg(length(X,s(0))).
X/[fA(_B)|fA(_A)] ? ;
X = [_|_A], A/[] ? ;
no
The intensional constructive negation of the same goal give us (inﬁnite) particular
lists as answers of the query:
?- intnegt(length(X,s(0))).
X = [] ? ;
X = [0,0] ? ;
X = [0,0,0] ?
yes
6 Conclusion
Using some of the examples that are discussed in Section 5, and
some additional examples not reported here by lack of space (see also
http://babel.ls.fi.upm.es/~susana/code/negation/types/) we have ob-
tained some measurements of run-times for evaluating eﬃciency results. The mea-
surements for the classical constructive negation with types are displayed in Table
1, the results for ﬁnite constructive negation with types are shown in Table 2 and
the results for intensional constructive negation with types are shown in Table 3.
All time measurements of classical/ﬁnite/intensional constructive negation with
types are of the same complexity order than the measurements of the classi-
cal/ﬁnite/intensional constructive negation without types. So, the eﬃciency results
of introducing types in the negation are as good as expected. The advantage of
obtaining concrete values instead of constraints is not delaying the execution of
negative queries. Furthermore, there are important speedups sometimes due to the
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goals Goal cnegf(Goal) cnegft(Goal)
member(X,[1,2,3]) 1112.514 1101.024 1131.182
member(X,[1,2,3]) x 100000 rep. 1048.066 6792.424 3404.212
basic(X,Y,Z) 1133.404 1090,512 1114.736
basic(X,Y,Z) x 100000 rep. 1148.072 4708.294 2832.177
student(pedro) 1084.068 0.0 0.0
student(X) 1130.737 1142.673 1129.848
student(X) x 100000 rep. 1268.079 8152.509 2416.151
intersection([1,3,4,5],[4,5,6],Res) 1135.182 1095.624 1116.514
length(X,s(s(0))) 1113.403 1117.403 1105.402
length(X,s2000(0)) 1088.068 4184.262 1008.063
Table 2
Runtime comparison (in miliseconds) for ﬁnite constructive negation.
goals Goal intneg(Goal) intnegt(Goal)
monthDays(X,31) 1095.624 1097.846 1116.069
monthDays(X,31) x 1000 rep. 1072.067 7776.487 1124.07
length(X,0) x 500 rep. 1060.060 1184.074 1080.07
length(X,s(s(0))) x 500 rep. 1073.845 28741.080 1088.068
connect(X,Y) 962.282 963.171 990.728
connect(X,Y) x 1000 rep. 936.058 37457.337 984.061
Table 3
Runtime comparison (in miliseconds) for intensional constructive negation.
reduction of the search tree by using types instead of the whole Herbrand Universe.
One of the problems that we found at implementation level was a bug in Ciao
Prolog, that causes the only problem we could not solve. While modules and pack-
ages allows for more than one module of package inclusion this is not the case for
programs when more than one non-standards package needs to be used. This is our
case if we want to include all (cneg.pl and cnegt.pl on one side, and intneg.pl and
intnegt.pl on the other side). We have solved it by including the contents of one
package inside the new package. We have reported the bug to the Ciao developers
for future releases. In this case we can provide a more clean and re-usable structure.
In order to show the usefulness of our proposal we have shown some simple but
interesting examples. Additionally to the mentioned examples, we have also studied
another set of examples. They include more everyday examples related to searching
information in the web. Unfortunately they can’t be shown here due to the lack of
space. One of them is related to querying in a web with information of movies that
can be seen in our city. Suppose we are looking for ﬁlms with neither violence nor
sex. One cannot accept an answer saying that the selected movie is not 912 weeks
(constrained answer) but a response saying “try Bambi” is more useful (constructive
answer). Another example is a web page of ﬂats and apartments that are oﬀered for
being sold or rented. We may want to search for ﬂats and apartments that are not
in the center of the city and in both examples we want to obtain concrete results (a
list of them, probably) but not an answer with constraints on concrete ﬂats, streets
or dimensions that does not resolve our needs. Notice that on this kind of examples
related to web semantics, types of elements are well deﬁned (including the general
structure either html or XML).
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Another interesting advantage related to the use of types in constructive negation
is the detection of type errors (as we have seen in example Intersection of Section
5) that are not controlled directly by Prolog. Also notice that our approaches work
identically for ﬁnite or inﬁnite (recursive) deﬁned types.
As future work we want to follow two directions. The ﬁrst one is related to
improving our implementations. The main point left (although not diﬃcult) is
extending intensional constructive negation for all cases, i.e. we have to adapt the
implementation of the universal quantiﬁcation to the use of types and then our
implementation of intensional negation with types will be complete. The approach
is quite interesting as can help in the generation of adequate coverings (i.e. schemes
of elements that are checked for universal quantiﬁcation). The second direction
is more related to applications of the technique. An obvious area of application
is querying and reasoning in the semantics web, that have been sketched above.
Another area is related with coding rule conformance (see [10]). Coding rules are
customarily used to constrain the use (or abuse) of certain programming language
constructions. Usually they are written in natural language and include in many
cases negative information. Our approach is to describe these rules in Prolog and
incorporate them in a widely used compiler (GCC). Additional areas are databases
querying, deduction of instances from ontologies, business rules, etc.
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